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PREFACE 

The ideas and views expressed in this paper are based on 
discussions with the staffs of the World Food Programme 
and the Food-for-Peace Program and on a review of current 
documents (from the past three years) on efforts to 
evaluate '!, nutritional impact of food aid projects (see tho 
list of references). As most of the documents examined 
were seriously flawed, and as only two weeks were avail-
able for their review, my personal experiences as an 
evaluator wer of great importance in eaching conclusions. 
Therfore, I acknowledge that the nature of the document 
i, partially subjective. It is designed to emphasize general 
issues that need to be addressed in ordei to mov forward 
on improving efforts to assess the nutritional impact of 
food id projects. 

INTRODUCTION 

Food aid has undergone a transition from being surpius 

to being a jaluablecommodities in search of a purpose 

development resource with an opportunity cost 

approachiht that of financial aid. This has resulted in a 

growing interest in evaluating the impact of specific pro-
ject bytheWordadinitere Fod Pogrmmejects administered by the World Food Programme 

(WFPI dnd the Food-for-Paace Program (US Public 

Law 480, Title II). Commensurately, the past few yqarS 

:.dV,' witnessed an evolution in th, role of evalution. 
The teams of experts sent out to the lield to perform 
process-oriented, qualitative assessments have given 
way to a search for systematic and comparable evalu-
ation methods that provide quantitative information on 
impact. 

This paper will discuss tho obstacles and misconceptions 
that have plagued the art and science of evaluation in 

This paper was prepared for a symposium on the Nutritional Impact 
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the receit attempts to quantify the nutritional impact of 
food aid projects. Gaining insight from previous experience 
is intended to provide guidance to those who embark on 
future evaluations, with all tke obstacles and pitfalls that 
task portenos. This document will also address widely held 
preconceptions and misconceptions concerning evaluation. 
In doing so it will respond to the arguments of some that 
evaluation is purposeless and a waste of resources and of 
others who have become obsessed with soarching for 
project impact. 

This paper is limited to addressing expcriences in evaluating 
nutritional impact of project aid, excluding emergency 
relief. Proje-t aid inciudes food aid provided on a grant 
bass. It is used to support specific and defined activities to 
promote economic and social development, usually in the 

form of maternal and child health, food-for-work, and 
school feeding projects. It is distributed through differ

entiated market channels. Project aid is juxtaposed with 
programme aid, which is generally sold on a highly 
concessicnal basis and is not tied to a specific set ofactivities. Rather, the value of the transfer in thle form of 

programme aid accrues to a government treasury that has 
a high degree of freedom in now it is spent..Attention is 

primarily focused on vulnerable group or supplementary 
pr octs. nural irov ement ary 

feeding projects. Nutritional improvemnent is a nearly 

universal and prominent objective of these inter
ventions. 

Other types of food 3id projects, however, also fall within 
the purview of this paper. These include the use of food 
as wages (i.e., in-kind payment) to develop infrastructure 
and assets, as an incentive to resettle new lands and adopt 
new agricultural practices, and as inputs to spur agricul
tural development at a low cost to the government in 
terms of foreign exchange and budgetary support (for 
example, dairy mr oilseed development projects). These 
measures all hL,,v indirect nutritional consequences, 

which may be positive or negative. They are mediated 
by the general process of economic development. They 
can and should be measured primarily and observed in
the lng teru, a e tea cte distributin of sfood in 
the long term, after the active distribution of food in the 
community has ceased. 
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FRAMINJG THE PROBLEM 

The resource of food is inextricably linked to nutrition. 
The result is that there is characteristically a search for 
nutritional impact of food aid projects, even in those 
that do not explicitly state nutritional improvement as 
one of the primary objectives. A review of food aid evalu-
,)tions, however, tells a rather dismal story. Nutritional 
impact has rarely been substantiated. In those low 
instances where evaluations determine that nutritional 
improvement was observed, a critical review of the 
methodologies employed inevitably leads one to suspect 
the conclusions. 

The obvious que.rniorn is: Whly hive the evaluation 
s:The bvius qe~t~llily111V tie e~l~aionToexperiences yielded unsatisfactory results, and w hat can 

be done to improve upon past performance? A review 
of previous and current evaluation studi-2s of the WFP 
and PL 480, Title II, provides the data to answer this 
question. In combinatlor: they elucidate tire reasons wily 
there has been so much difficulty and controversy in 
evaluating nutritional inp,,ct of projects. These common 
problems, which are observed iII a nrumher of settinigs, 
will be expanded upon below. ! must I;t;ess that not all of 
the issues addressed are applicrhe to a/I projects or
evaluations reviewed. The purpose is to recount briefl. 

the recurrent difficulties that plague the evaluation of 
nutritional impact, thereby laying a fotindatott for in-

provements in thle ,uture. 

Poorly Conceived and Designed Projects 

The historical role of food aid in meeting nultip!eobjectives, coupled with ihe fact that most formulas 

for the use of food aid were developed to expedite rapid 

disposal with minimal financial and political costs, has
 
conditioned the current opetation of 
projects. The result 
is that there are serious deficiencies it the design and 
theoretical foundation of food aid projects. These explirn 
to a great extent the reason impact evaluations have failed 

to successfully show marked nutritional benefits. One 

could make a strong argument that the scarcity of efforts 
to evalute impact is appropriate, given the inadequate 
conceptualization of food aid projects. Just as a moral 
conviction prompts the impulsive reaction that handing 
out donated commodities must be beneficial, especially 
when distributed directly through differentiated market 
channels, a review f the desigr of most projects makes 
it equahy easy to adopt the sceptics' viewpoint that inUtri-
tional impact is an unrealizable goal for most 
supplementary feeding projects and may at rest be a 
faint long-term hope in other projects designed to promote 
economic growtth and development. 

The problem is most clearly manifested in the conceptual 
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weakness of many projects that fall in the domain of 
targeted feeding interventions. A number of underlying 
assumptions remain largely unsubstantiated. Ilhey must 
be i'cepted before one can reasonably argue that 
suPplementary feeding projects can) be expected to reduce 
malnutrition. These include that (a) it feasible to 
identify tnose at greatest nutritional risk in the community 
and subsequently encourage their regular participation; 
(b) through the provision of food commodities, along 
with efforts involving moral suasion, household nutrient 
availability can be increased significantly; and (c) the 
perception of needs within the household can be altered 
to encourage a new allocation of food commodities among 
family trenibers. 

;illustrate, the value ofToi ll r e t hef eedirg :he transfer ftrini ost
 
sap plerentary feeding projects is Usually less than 5 
per 
ccnt of u.tnual total household expenditures. Empirical 
evidence also indicates thLct a 1 per cent increase in income 
will lead to an increase in calorie consumption of up to 
0.7 per cent for the poorest of the poor. This figure tends 
toward 0.3 to 0.5 ner cent for the mote typical indigent 
household. Recent tesearch has thatshown income
 
elasticities of demand for calories antoig the poorest of
 
the poor households is 0.3 itt Brazil (1), 0.61 in India,0.67 in Bangladesh (2), 0.74 in Indonesia (3), arid 0.71 

in Sri Lanka (4). Similar figures for households near 
the poverty line (although not the rootest) show markedly 
lower elasticities of 0.35 in Bangladesh, 0.37 in Indonesia,
0.44 in India, and 0.43 in St I Lanka. There Is little doubt 

that the participants in food aid projects are pour and
 
at risk. However, participation is less likely by the poorest,
who are most inaccessible arrd hardest 
 to reach becase 
of where they live, ttie constraints, lack of education,
arid so forth. Thus, it Is assUried that the realistic calorie
 
elasticity figure is between 0.3 and( 0.5.
 

Some have argued that, since the icomie ransfer is in
 
the forn of food arid typically accrues to the women
 
heads of household, consumer behaviour is affected,
 
thereby rais rig the marginal propensity to consume (MPC)
 
calories. Arguments working itt 
 the other direction are
 
that, to the extent that in-kind income is viewed
 
as transitory or 
 the value of the donated commodity is
 
discounted because 
 it is used for resale or bartering of 
goods, such transfer will actually lead to a lower MPC, 
and that nutrition education at tile feed qgcentre 
effectively oralters consumer tastes arid preferences 
intra-household food allocation. Despite the early 
research that indicated that sources of income do affect 
consrrmpt;oo behaviour rnore(5), recenlt research (6) 
indicates that the MPC for the food ration is not different 
fron cash ircome in Panama. However, both studies 
acknowledge the need for more rigorous research in this 

area. Therefore, given the typical quantity and composition
of the lood ration, one roust question the expectation that 
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most food transfers wil result directly in a measurable 

impact on net household food consumption. 


It is even more uncertain that the intakes of targeted 
individuals (i.e., mothers and children) will be raised 

significantly despite increased household calorie 
consumption. This is especially the case for take-home 
feeding projects, where both sharing and substitution 

of the ration are likely. n addition, even if a feeding 
project increases household and individual caloric 
consumption, the link between that and measurable 
changes in anthropometric measurements remains 
tenuous (7). This is because of the complex aetiology 
of malnutrition. For example, uti!ization of the incre-
mental nutrient intake may be low because of infection, 
or higher calorie intake may result in increased 
qctivity or metabolic adjustments, thereby increasing 
the requirement for energy. Thus, it should come as no 
surprise that few evaluations have proved nutritional 
impact. 

Indeciquaifyigcrcustanes ay aiseappecibly 
the likelihnod of observing improvements in nutritional 

status. First is the case when ancillary services, such as 
health education, encourage better sanitary practices, 

use of oral rehydration solution in cases of diarrhoea, 
and prenatal care. Past studies have indicated that such 
efforts can bring about impact mediated through factors 

such as breaking the malnutrition-infection synergism. 

Nevertheless, experiences to date reveal that in most 
circumstances adequate attention is not given to these 
non-food aspects of programming. Furthermore, in those 
cases where food acts mainly as an incentive, a whole 
series of other questions are raised that have yet to be 
asked, let alone studied. One must consider the 
alternatives to food aid that can animate the communit' 
and encourage participation- in self-help schemes, 

education programmes, and other services that improve 
access to health care and promoi better hygiene and 
child-feeding practices. 

The second qualii;cation is the renewed intere.;t in 

targeting the household, not the individual, in feeding 
projects. Some recent projects have been designed to 

rovide a transfer sufficiently large to have a meaningful 

impact on household expenditure levels. Evaluations 

have yet to examine this strategy. Nevertheless, its 
adoption has clear implications, not only for factors such 
as selecting the most cosit-effective commodities, but 
for broader policy issues. These include (a) the wisdom 
of various alternative delivery systems for the transfer 
(e.g., ration shops, subsidized mar:'cting costs using 
normal distribution channels): (b) alternative forms of 
assistance (e.g., the shipment of commodities in bulk, 
rather than the inordinately expensive packaging techniques 
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used for Title II and WFP commodities); and (c) the use of 
cash rather than a food transfer that may be discounted 
or have negative effects en local ag.icultural development. 

If the goal is to improve nutritional status by increasing 
incomes, fundamental reconsideration of how to do so is 
required. This should go beyond the selection of 
commodities arid consider the distribution and 
administrative systems as well. 

Targeted supplemantary feed*ng projects are not alone 
in suffering from fundamental weaknesses in their design. 
Inherent conflicts in food-for-work projects, such as 
selecting participants to maximize utility of the food 
transfer and selecting participants to maximize the maiinal 
productivity of the project are often not reconciled in the 
project plan. To illustrate, projects installed in regions 
with greater natural resources (e.g., fertile soil) or that 
have achieved a critical level of social and economic 
infrastructure (e.g., market access) will often have greater 
returns for investments. This is because of the synergism 
of project inputs with existing endov.;nents. However, 
the poorest communities arc in drought-prone and more
isolated areas, where investments may be less economically 

sound. The result is that both welfare and development 

objectives are compromised. This is manifested in problems 

publicly or projects not providing the necessary comple
mentary resources (i.e., tools, equipment, managerial 
support). 

Planners and politicians must address explicitly these 
contradictions. If this is not done, confusion will 
inevitably hinder project implementers and functionaries. 
This will reduce the potential for any measurable 
achievement. Evaluators may also finally come to assessing 
project performance based on short-term welfare objectives 
rather than long-term economic growth. 

This is not the place to resolve the issues discussed above. 
Rather, they are raised for three reasons. First, many 

evaluations of impact have not proved fruitful because 

of poor planning and the inadequate attention to under

lying assumptions that form the foundation for project 

design. Technical limitations of evaluation methods are 
often not the primary reason for the failure to capture 
nutritional effects. 

Second, untested assumptions which form the basic 
logic of a project's design should be addressed through 
carefully planned research studies, as juxtaposed to 
evaliation of operational projects. Third, and most 
disconcerting, is that many of the design and conceptual 
problems of food aid projects have come to our 
attention as a result of previous process and impact 
evaluations; however, most remain to be acted upon. 
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Much study has focused on these ingredients for 
success: the ;mperative of integrating nutrition education, 
improving targeting arid outreach, promoting diarrhoeal 
disease control as a component of supplementary feeding 
projects, arid the necessity to increase availability of 
complementary inpiits and managerial support for food-
for-work projects. 

The fact is, however, that acting upor Much of the 
knowledge gain ,d to date requires furthe! coniri litrents 
of resources to bolster the quality oi projects. Maoy 
donors and recipients alike have been reluctant to assume 
tie costs involved. These are mostly financial to alleviate 
manpower constraints and provide non-food rcsources. 
There are, however, political costs that revolve arOulnd 
closet co-ordination hetweer dono s and host 

governments. Therefore, the first itern on the agenda is 
to make use of the knowledge that already exists 
concerning constraints to achieving sond project desicin 

and performance, Undobted ly the cost of do,nq so will 
extend far beyond those Iricurr(el at piesent Or. thi, 
other harnd, if the evaluations are to ie taker, ,fously, 
therc is a!, imperativ for actinJ vigoroiisly o their 

conclusions. We must not 
 allow the call for hetter arid 

mo e evaluation in the future to obscure the reed for 

action in the present. 


Implementation Constraints 

Food aid projects are often not implenented as planrred. 

This problem was noted in a number of countries where 
evaluations were per) -,ed. It is difficrii, to gauge the 
actual dimensions of this problcri. Experience sulqu-sts 
it is large. But regardless, it is amply evident that ori 
cainot to find nutritional mpact irr enviromrents whrert 
projects are not operatirig effectively. 

This issue of pcarly feInctiorring fropJts tlividi!, i:rlnbel 
of lessons. It isa reminder that process evaluation must 
precede or be carried out simultarneoasly with the .;earrh, 
for impact. Rather that, abasrdcri evaluation efforts 
altogether, it will be mnore fruritfhl to link inpact studies 

more closely with efforts designed to improve project 

performance. 


For example, severe logistical problems were identified 
in Malawi, a site chosen by the WFP for an in depth evalu-
ation (8). The response was first to resolve logistical 
problems, thereafter, procedures to deternine impact 
would be developed and instituted. The evaluation ream 
separated the development of a process-oriented 

management information system to improve project 
performance from imoact evaluation activities. Similar 
recommendations have been made to WFP by others 
who argue that "ongoing management and operational 
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evaluations" should no longer fall within the domain 
of the Evaluation Service, who should focus on "providing 
information important 1o policy formation arnd project 
design" (9). This is the wrong approach. Instead, impact 
indicators should be incorporated into routine data 
collectiorr procedu res that are part of tre management 
process from the outset. This wi'l have onlerous 
advantages. It will cleate air oppol tUrIlty to collect 

baseline information that will pio('e vital to further 
.evaluat ion effor ts. Similat i,,a wel-developed ranagc-rlenlt 
inforniatior syslem will provide secondary data that carl 
subse(iLtntly ht' sd'(to e:valuate pi )jrcts(IJ 10-12). Arid 
most imor tait, the deveiolpet Of a goal-orirented
 
managenioe systom, ,llwhich imiract data are key
 
elerients, is the hes soic oeflpositive feedback on
 
project per formarce, arti set' es as a powerful niotvatirnq 

force for the field staff. 

Posing the Appropriate Question 

An irlratj e!VlJaliOil is only as (1ood as the qLestions
 
asked and hypotheses posed. Often objectives are
 
ambiguous or (o) rot follow logically from the project
 
inputs ar)(; 
 Ointfirts. The result is that CvdlLators set o1t
 
to assess the LVIo/rq type of Impact. Th;s pr)rlenm is
 
riarifested hy the use of irrappliojrlate iiI&icrttoi for
 
mearurenierit arid comparison. As ai IhLsItratlr), rlote 

the case of school feeding projects In leneral arld die
 
recently com;leted evaluati oOf the Jofdat) ptoj'ct
 

in particular (13). The quaisI-expirimental e-valuation
 
Study Was well designed. Findings Jidl(: ted that the
 

OUtritiorIal status of children il hoth 
 treatrerrt arnd
 
rlon supplenretern villalges Ill Jordar dete orated, only
 
more so II thre tiratIIrt villa(le..
 

Ii drawir,g inference fioim the lack of i ipor ted Impact, 

a few irrportart poitsirMust hi corsidered hy the reader. 
First is whether school feediro pronIfanris shnuld mi can 
be justified on )ntriltiorial n(irudIrIts atI1, thus, whether the 
evalunatiori was IriWasurIrr rioal ai.evererit terms"I of 

an appropiit, ofjiretive. Ifnutit; al rlfpoveniert in 
the cOmniiiritY ISth (verr ding ali, inevitab1ly resuurces 
are better aIllocated to wonioi ,ir rschooI ape children, 
who are the roIst vIrlirerahh- srOnL,p;. Even the author of 
the Jordan study acknowlt d;s that "the school 
children of this study wJere 1it at ai age whtle 'Jrowth 
can be significantly affected by a food supplement." 
I would further argue that riot only is it of quLest ronable 
validity to define school feerlir; ohijeftives (arid thus 
assess irt)paict) in terds of nutrtioral objectives hut, if 
suchair appreoci is used, idicutors oniren .han a:thro

trtiy are required. 

Justifying school feeding projects on nutritional grounds 
is precarious. Previous experience indicates that searching 
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for nutritional improvement will yield little or no 
encouraging results, regardless of the quality of the study 

design. In the long run, the inadequate proof of goal 
achievement will reduce or eliminate support for such 
projects. Instead, educ:ional ohjectives, such as improved 
attendance, enrolment, and academic performan'ce, should 

be espoused for 	school feeding projects. Impact studies 
must focus on these questons. The higher goal (although 

not to he measured) is pronw, 'qgeconomic development 

through investments inhUnIart capital, 


The problem of askirg the tight guestion, which leads 

to evaluating impact based on the proper criteria, is perhaps 
nowhere nore apparent than with food for work projects. 

T' ere are two 	 difficultosi the first is the need to 

distinguish between short tem and long-term impacts; 


the second is the irheittot conflict between welfare and 

giowth-olielted objectlves of forifrwork proiect , 


Cor~ceritrt theu 	 for tr iSSUe with tne exceptiorn of the 

St~d LI JP Way('0WntlBlnglde~, th atemirts
ii festuudy oiirer way crertly HiBangladesh, the few attemoptsie 

to ex attie the rnitr itioal iniplicat otis ha,, focusedl Oil 

short tvin) effects The ap~pro)pi,atvness of this approach 

is conditioned by the second issue: the e"x nt to which
 
tileproject IS or mrted tot-aldS relie~f w-isos coristruction
 

of ir'rastluctuie and assets that (erle rate a strean of 

economic bene~fits. Frniarry projcts that IndIrecty 

affect nutritional statti,
thrOuglh the process of ecooiicdffeetoprrrerrtin star , , t 	 uit roess o ects I 

especially ItI tle sh(o t to tn ,s the wrong exercise. 

Th;s is well illustrated itt the context of fouir [)Onllltert 

typrrs of food for work (FFW) (a)a(jrp:ojects irnlutal 

adjustIient 'toiects Mi whIch ftaMers who rrtnovate are 

providerd food to redLuce risk and uncertainty; 
(h) tesettletii;rr scheiries iniwl.ich 'ood,along with a 

nuerrihat of other ircentves, encourages households to 
migrate to new areas where arid is Mole plentifLIl and of 

opportunities greater, (c)projects where 'ooC servis as an 
input to encourage local irtodti :tioti of milk or oilseeds; 

and (d)price stabilization schltines. There is little reason 
to exorect these projects to improve noutritional stattis 
markedly during the short tero when the food assistance 
is actually being distributed. A combination of factors 
reduce the likehhood of Improvement. These include the 
fol!owing circumstances: (a) the expected stream of 
returns on investment dces not begin to flow inmer ately; 

(b)the poorest of the poor are rtot likely to be recipients 
(especially in projects designed to construct viable assets 
and infrastructures): (c) ,articipution is often irregular 

and intermittent; (d) the income is considered transitory, 

thereby causing a low marginal propensity to consume; 
and (e) recipients are often drawn from other 
!ow-pioductivity areas of employment and are rarely 

completely idle. 

Evaluating the Impact of Food Aid Protects 

Furthermore, it is likely that in the absence of the project, 
other adjustments will take place to maintain food 

con;umpt on levels. They include (j) the sale of assets 
(e.j., lives:ock), (h)consumption of inferior commodities 

(e.g., ar increase in consumption of famine foods such 
as wild tubers), (c)consumption of seeds earmarked 

initially for the next planting, and (d) lower levels of 
physical activity (especially of the household head) that 

reduce household demand for energy (as well as possibly 
alter intra-household allocation in favour of children or 

women,. 

In general, then, thie practice of assessing the nutritional
 
impact of food-for work nrojects that are designed to
 
promote ec.jnomic or aqricul tural development should not
 

focus on the short-term. This has been proved by previous
 

exPeriences. As remarked in a recent review, none of the
 
studies examined that were undertaken during the
 

coiistruct~rr, (food distribution) phase "have shown that
 
a FFW project resulted in nutritional improvement in
th paicansoterfmles'I 	 ikI 
the participan~ts or their families" (14). While this 

ys
 
pattially reflects the gross deficiencies in the study

designs ietrpleytif vei more compelliing is thle argument

dsq% mlyd vnmr oneln steagmnthat the goal of such development projects is longer-term 

itintutorti, and 	 thu s evaluati ,, should reflect that 
p crSltec t ive 

Before examininglthe issue of nutritional impacts over the 

longer term when the return from investment is expected,one must first acknowledge that FFW is often initiated as 
a teliof mechanism to cope with evenrts such as seasonaf 

tunger or crtittcal shortfalls de to crop failures and 

martImade disasters. Even foi tbise pcojects, however, it 
ir of questioraht' value to judge project achievement 

(i.e.,welfare) ott the basis of anrrropometric or other 

ro e complex nutr itional indicators (Ommunocompe
tence, biochemical tests). 

Rather, in order to assess the short-term welfare impact 

of relief-oriented food for-work projects, more direct 
indicators, such as prices of staple foods and their rate 
of disappearance front the market, or consumption data 
from a sample that examines the levels of intake of 
traditional fanine food,; or the rtix of starchy staples in 
at-risk households, may prove more appropriate. They 
will be more responsive to the issue at hand - whether 
the project is reaching intended relief objectives - than 
the collection of nutritional status data that reflect a 

phenomenon of complex and multiple aetiology. 

Inexamining tie long-term (during the operational phase) 

growth ind distioution effects of FFW, a number of 
questions arise as to the appropriateness of measuring 
nutritional impact. Other than a well-designed study 
under way currently in Bangladesh (15), there are 

virtually no good experiences to draw upon where 
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C Project or policy 

byfok Lao drmcnuction 

outputFeF 

e i poices]ipnices 

efec emplymen 

Food consumptol o 

S- Policy- or project-specific ear iabh~s determinled by design and given 

exogenously to the model 
F -'I- Estimatable and ob:servatble values determined endogenously 

by performing suggested analysis 
- Estimatable non-piolec-specific paramere, s given exogenously eo
 

the model 

FIG. 1. ConceptualIDiagam for Modelling Nutritiona! Consequences of Policies or Projects(Sourte: D. E. Sahn arid C. P. Timmer i984, based on work by Anderson 1981) 
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nutritional changes are measured. This is no surprise, 
The data requirements and rigours of such astudy preclude 
widespread application of the methodology. This 
suggests that attempts should be made ex ante to assess 
tle nutritional conIseguerces of FFW, as in all development 
projects. Estimating the effects on key variables such 
as commodity prices, irrcones, and the ratio of home 
cons._rnption to marketing, disaggregated by a functional 
classification that distinguishes t ie Iutrit ional ly 
valnerable households, should be a normal part of the 
project appraisal piocess. FigIure 1 presents a scheme 
for doing so. Integiating ilUtrtional concerns into FFW 
projects nied (rot becomnie a hirdersorne and highly 
quantitative execise. Rather, it will generally suffice 
to simply understand the direction of anticipated changes 
fi prices andircomes. Thiteafter, rqualitative judgements 
can be rrade as to whether a project vill improve or 
ieirresent a haald to the Iitiit1orsal status of at-risk 
groups. 


Effective food-fo--wor k projects will rrrlirectly raise 

irititrtonal levels of rh,.poor. The hallmar ks of such 

projects are Iricreased food availability that moderate; 
tuorn rces ard higher incone ainoriq thelplor. It-,a few 
c:ases, thlese oubjeistives£ iray hrea:hlueiw(tlri. a singlecaycriltiir alcle. ll rtbe cthievrue hr inwile 
lmnrrp Irs CYli I) OCc ept i to 1101r1-ier1 W kki O i[1 t leO1' nir e 

i i ii;t t a dp~ir opi Ite
OIi 'klr1,rirs its rpieret ificauely 

(ltir thfat t it, utl i rif(icat()iistsnlaril 1)1,11tW),n 

Ir r t r arfIIIfI1),'ISII
i iS (1 IIf.Tie ti 'tI( i; tat 
thlr eir e I( Iiary factr I t,[haItI Ihc the Ikelihood that 

a food for %- iirojct w II into tiiditional n ioik traishate 

catc5 of nurititonal iiiiroiiiert, AlthOliorUiheIcdsirual 

results ii expected ritititioral outoes, eripsasis 
shoI be placid Oilfor iolating a project desigir that 
seerrs likely to Iici:rtase net! fond coristmnptiorn of vulnerable 

groups. Thereafter policy rirakeis should cii;elt;ate Oil 
thre riiyriadf upratioial that tav beenof ioberss
char ceritic of 
oor-firwork cies thathaveboor)-

A review of food aid evaluations provides several instance, 
other than the school feeding and FFW examples cited 
above, whele (Iuestrois concerning impact are formulated 
incorrectly -- for example, the iseof food as a rehailita-

yive to ialnutrition at the first sign oftool or prevent 
growth faltering. The food is only distributed to children 
falling beneath a cut-off point of a refrence g,owth curve 
or to children wio fail to gain weight for two or thiree 
consecutive months. Other services are also provided, 
These include intensive educational efforts (e.g., to 
improve feeding practices and hygiene; to encourage 
the use of oral rehydration therapy) and such activities 
as providing resources for home gardens. The intent is 
riot just to rehabilitate the malnourished child, but to 
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prevent reoccurrernces. However, the evaluations reviewed 
did not examine whether fundamental changes in 
knowledge or behaviour had any impact on preventing 
children from becoming severely malnourished so that 
rehabilitation feeding in the form of food aid becomes
 
obsolete.
 

These problems reinforce the need t(J define objectives 
clearly, based on a logical project design. ifthis is done, 
evaluations will undoubtedly respond accordingly. 

Selecting the Correct Indicators and Performing
 
Accurate Measurement
 

Measuring nutritional status is a complicated undertaking. 
No single nieasuire is completely sensitive and specific to 
the d-stirsction between well-nourished and malnourished. 
Selecting the -.oirect indicators arid collecting data 
accurately add consirerable corplexity to evaluating 
nutritional inipacts. Th: fact is that the relationship an-ong 

indicators, and beitt~en indicators and changes in
 

rutritiornal stat,, was int addressedl by nariy evaluators.
 
Tre Implicatior is that, even if isioverieits do take
 
place inriritritional statLis, they miay rrot he detected.
 

To illustrate, consider the folowing examples of the 
limiiations of indicators often employed (16):
--Arm circumference 
does not respond in the short or 

nledIiMi tei i to changes in nutritional status. This 
imeasurement will therefore ptobably riot reflect
 
iirprovenments duc 
to an intervectios. ....
Weight for age, which is a composite of stunting and 

wasting, may he low rIc to deficits incurred years 

previously and not to present status. Children mayhe misclassified as firalIocrisheff even iftheir status 

has improved, since eviderice exists that chronic 

saruitorlrrgcitinssetir ireprodimayresult in Sianit irig without soubsequent catch-up 

growth (17.
 
Weight-for height measurerIerits are not sensitive to
improvements ii,mildly or 
moderately mialhourished
 

children. A normal r;tio of rhesey
measureients will
 
be mairntained by reduced activity and metabolic
 

adjstnientits u1til the child is severely deficient in 
intake (118). 

- Little is known about the dose response of ii creased 
caloric intake and how this will bc manifested in 
terms of improvcment in growth indicators. Lack of 
growth resporse despite incraased energy intake, 
n.ay be expiined by increases in the level of physical 
activity and m,tabolic rate(9). 

Without going irnto firther detail, the above illustrates 
that the wrong indicator will result in failure to capture 
the benefit of a programme. In the future , more careful 
consideration must be given to identifying the nature 
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and extent of the nutrition problem, the expected scope 
for improvement, and which indicators would best 
capture this improvement, 

Similarly, there is evidence that tandorn errors in field 
measurements may have serious implications for the
findings of an evaluation. If children in both control 
and treatment groups are randomly misclassified due 
to inaccurate field measurement, in most cases this will 
result in a low estimate of the diffea.rce in rates of 
malnutrition between the two groups (20). This further 
reinforces the importance of using good measuring 
equipment and tiaining procedues. 

A final methodological issue that has limited the 
usefulness of evaluations reviewed is that analytic 
procedures such as choice of standards (anthropometric 
or dietary), cut-off points (below which one is considerel 
underfed or malnourished), arid statistical techrrigue's 
(e.g., the use of percentiles of median values versus 
Z-score cLCt-off points) are different from one study 
to the rext and often not based on SOUnd rationale. 

The implications of these choices for 
 tne prevaleece of 
malnutrition are enormous. For example, Drake et al. 
(21) showed that almost twice the runiber of childrern 
were classified as second- arid third-degree malnour ished 
when the Harvard, rather than the Gomez, growth 
standards were applied to a Iopulatiorn in Brazil. 
Similarly, Sahn (22) found that, even when employing the 
same growth standard (23), the percentage of children 

classified as wasted in Sri Lanka was almost twice as high 

when a -2 Z-score cutoff was used, rather than the 

traditional 80 per cent of the imedian 
 weight-for-height 

cut-off point. As a consequenCe of these differences in 

standards and cLIt-off points, comparisons between 
irmpa':t studies are spurious. Therefore, it is urged that 
agencies rneve towards standardizing analytical procedures. 

Research Design and the Difficulty of Attribution 

One further obstac!e is often observed in many evaluations. 
This concerns documenting change and comparing that 
change to what is expected in the absence of the prolect 
There are a number of factors that characteristically impede 
the attribution of improvements in nutritional status to 
project activities. Such confounding factors can be negative 
or positive. If negative, succesSful interventions seem 
ineffectual; if positive, unsuccessful riterventions appear to 
have improved nutritional status. Thus, the wide range of 
competing explanations (including the project) for 
observed changes in nutrition often result in indeterminate 
evaluation results. 

The most predictable competitor with a project as an 
explanation for nutritional changes, which was overlooked 
in many studies reviewed, is the phenomenon of population 
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aging. Rates of malnutrition, according to anthropometric 
indicators, vary markedly by age. Failure to take this into 
account (i.e., controlling for the age distribution of the 
population and limiting comparisons to six-month 
groupings) will lead to spurious results. 

A second phenomenon observed in malnourished 
populations concerns the contention that those with the 
worst nutritional status benefit most from a programme. 
This statement was nearly unriver-al in the evalutions 
reviewed. However, naturally occulrring changes in 
populations, including regression toward the mean, can 
once again explain such findings. That is, there is a 
spontaneous rmovent Of individuals who fall at extremes 
of a rneasurenlent scale (IK., Iade Ill Malnourished) to 
regress towards the population neari. This is logical. 
If you have grade Ill nallronrislhd childrn, they either 
stay the same or inmrove (or alt:urnatively die, which in 
iost cases means that they are no longer part of the
 

sarmiple). 
 On the other hand, you wou Id expect a certain 
r11irr[er Of grade II alnourislhed childicrr to improve 
an the rienlairider to worseni hecoing grad, iii, 

A variety of other corfnunl rdrginIIiiCUsc were often
 
riot accounted for ill the evluations reviewed. For
 
example, there was a failure to considet the addition or
 
attrition (i.e.. iri- or 
out migra tion) of participarts that
 
may have altered the composition of a treattment 
 or
 
matched control group. Furthermore, most evaluations
 
reviewed did not conside r 
the social arid erconomrc factors
 
or 
physical phenomena that e.e conipetrng explanations
 
for nutritional changes. tne (:omplexity arid volatility
 
of envirrrrients in .,vhich progiannies are operating
 
reclUire that corisideration he given to these historical
 
arid ervironmerrtal factors. Uriforturrat0ly, when outside
 
evaluators enter uifailiar erivionnrriernts arid have little
 
knowledge of what secular eveits transpired (luring
 
the coourse of the intervention, it is difficult to account
 
for such confounding factors.
 

There are nunerous other coMietig explanations and
 
threats tc internal and 
 external validity riot addressed
 
above. The literature discusses these issues arid cautions
 
the reader to le sceptical of evaluation findings that 
stem from poorly corrceived methodologies (24). The 
question is what to do, given these problens. 

In an idea: world, future impact evaluations would employ 
classical experimental design characterized by 
randomization in selecting treatment arid control groups. 
Doing so would leave little doubt that observed differences 
were attributable to the project. Unfortunately, an 
experimental research protocol in the context of 
operational projects is all but impossible. Reasons include: 
(a) programme planners and staff m y resist randomization 
as a means of allocating treatments, arguing for some other 
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criterion, e.g., need or met it; (b)the randomization process 
is difficult to carry out correctly in highly dynamic 
environments, resulting in non-equivalent (test and control) 
groups; (c)there is a high likelihood of spill-over 
effects from the treatment to control population; atid, 
most persuasive, (d) the expense of running goo! 

experiments precludes their use on a wide scale, 


Quasi-experimrental or non-experimental evaluation designs 
are therefore relied Upon. Most p)1pular among thes,! are: 
- the one group pre-test'post-test design, in which initial 

measuternent is performed on the population1, followed 
by the delivery of services and post-programme 
measurement to see what changes occurred; 
the statlc group compaison cleslqn, in which aproject 
is initiated :and, at some tire after the programme has 
been operational, measurements are taken on the 
treatment group a-d o) other similar populations not 
receiving services and ai (- then compared; 

- the non-equivalent conltrol groups desiqn, in which 
matched treatment and corrtrol groups are both 
selected anrd measured priot to the beginning of the 
project, ind then have thei nutritional status re-
assessed at some tine aftei the project has been 
operational; 

-the recurrent institutional cycle (Iesign, in which the 

nutritional status of children who have been 


participating in the project for a meaningful length 
of time is compared with that of individuals who have 
recently enrolled 

The evaluator should be familiar with the strengths and 
weaknesses of these and all other possible options. With 
all these techniques it is also plausible to use multivariate 

statistical techniques (e.g., regression analysis) to control 

for no)-project variables that may be important 
determinants of nutritional status. 

Quasi-experimentjl desigirs, however, have met with only 
limited succe, in controlling for negative and positive 
confounding variables. This reflects partially the inherent 
limitations of the methods. However, there is considerable 
room for improvenert itt the application of these 
techniques. It is im'oerative that future evaluation studies 

(a)should place greater emphasis on reducirig the extent 
to which there are competing explanations for relating the 
delivery of services to nutritional (i.e.,outcomes on 
minimizing the threats to validity), and (b) should 
acknowledge and discuss candidly the many biases that 
creep into analytic procedures. Thereafter biases can be 
dealt with ;n a qualitative fashion by involving those 
individuals most familiar with and knowledgeable about 
the project and the local environment in the interpretation 
of t.,e data. An example of adhering to these principles is 
found in the evaluation of the weaning foods project in 
Sri Lanka (10). Following the data analysis, the outside 
evaluators engaged local woikers in a dialogue. The original 
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interpretations of the data were altered significantly in 
response to discussion with those on site. 

The implications of these principles do not militate against 
attempting to measure the nutritional impact. They do, 
however, warn against hastily conceived methodologies 
used in the past that may grossly over- or under-estimate 
changes in nutritional status. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

The difficulties encountered in substantiating impact are 
indeed discouraging. Regardless of whether they are 
caused by ineffectual programming, unsound evaluation 
methods, or simply the problems inherent in performing 
social science experiments in volatile and complex village 
settings, the cost of p1 oving tne nutritional impact of 
food aid projects on ay-,thin- "!'prosa '.ga qlcbal hl.-is 
will be h:gh. 

This is anply illustrated by the resources required just 
to carry out those few sound impact study desiqns, such 
as the proposed WFP evaluation inHonduras (8)and the 
food-for-work study under way in Bangladesh (15). 
(These costs say nothing of the need to infuse resources 

into the improvement of the projects themselves.) 
Expectations from these major research endeavours
 
should be limited, however, given that previoLIs research
 
efforts on food aid projects have yielded equi"lvci
 
findings. In any event, the cost of applying such methods
 
o a wide scale is prohibitive. One must also question
 
the value of such studies in terms of what is considered
 
the primary pitfall of food aid projects - poor design 
arid breakdown inimplementation. Therefore, the question 
is: Where do we go from here? It is suggested that a 
two-tier strategy should be adopted. First is to develop 
brilt-in evaluation procedures to assist in designing and 
implementing project,. This will increase the probability 
of achieving objectives; simultaneously, it will facilitate 
assessing nutritional impact. Second is to design and 
undertake a series of small-scale operational reasearch 

studies to test vital hypotheses rather than try to 
determine impact per se. 

Building Evalution into Standard 

Operating Procedures 

The development of built-in monitoring and evaluation 
systms should be accorded the highest priority for 
all food aid projects. The building-in of evaluation 
procedures begins before operations commence, i.e., 
when the project is being conceived. This will encourage 

integrating the collection and interpretation of process 
and impact data into standard operating procedures. 
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The dttributes of an evaluation system built into the 
project are described briefly below. The adoption of 
such a system for all projects is urged. 

Building Evaluations In at the Planning Stage 

A strategy for impa-,t and process evaluation should be 
developed concurrently with designing the project. 
This involves defining the basic components of the 
monitoring and evaluation systems. According to Millet 
and Salin (16) these are: 
- a data system that describes the actual variables to be 

collected, how often, and oil what poplation; these 
ohjectively verifiable indicators will include key 
process and impact elements; 


- an analytic methodology that delineates the 

colnputational algorithms used to descl ibe and 

interpret data; this involves defining explicitly the 
statistics employed to sUimolatize a data set, the 
nature and methods for ag(regating data, arid tie 
types of procedures sed to '.ntell)et the statistics; 

- information flow that details the f orms to be used and 
flow of information through the system, irlcludirrg 
what is passerd up to higher lee;Is of ny,anagqerrent and 
what information is fed t)ac to functionaies in the 
field; 

- a management structure that Oitlinres explicitly how 
the informat~on is to be used at each evel of 
management hierarchy, i.e., the range of decisions 
and typeE of actions to be taken, 

Defining the monitoring and evaluation s,-ten as part 
of the initial project design will yield a varity of dividends. 
This procedure will encourage improvements in ;he 
diagnosis of the nature and extent of the nutrition 

problems. Encouraging the definition of objectively 

measurable units (i.e., data elements) for process and 

impact evaluation will iniroediately focus attention o 

objectives and tIe logical progression of events that will 

lead to their realization. It will also enable the collection 

of benchmark (baseline) data on strategic impact indicators. 
Furthermore, delineating acceptable levels of achievement 
or changes in these indicators before starting a project will 
provide quantitative targets to serve as a source of 
comparison in he futu.e. In this regard, the use of tools 
such as the logical framework is recommended. However, 
such tools are often Jsed in a pfunctory manner, They 
run the risk of becoming an excuse for not thinking 
through the hard questions. Caution should be taken to 
avoid "filling in the boxes" at the expcnse of performing 
the requisite analysis. 

Improving Logistics and Cost-Accounting 

It is not unusual for logistical breakdowns to impair food 
supply lines. Similarly, complementary inputs such as tools 
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(e.g., shovels), equipment (e.g., scales for weighing), and 
raw materials (cement for road construction, oral 
rehydration salts for diarrhoeal disease control) are often 
not delivered to the project site on time, or at a I. An 
information system that carefully monitors the stocks 
and flows of project inputs serves as an essential ingredient 
in understanding arid explaining impact indicators. For 
example, considet two villages. In the first, the monitoring 
of inputs shows logistical breakdowns arid impact indicators 
fail to substantiate nutritional changes in the coninrunity; 
in the second, the infotmatiol on stocks arid flows tecotds 
few breakdowns and inpact indicators show inarked 
imnprovcnents. In yet another village, with even greatel 
nutritional inprovenlents, the monitoring system may 
indicate either that a dlfferent set of inputs was provided 
or that they were applied with diffeient intensity, fo; 
example different ration sizes. The availability of these 
data oil inputs tepresents vital information for constructing 
a story as to why and how the project succeeded in
 
reacling its goals. The accuiml atio of krowled-e over
 
the exterded life of 
a proj ect will provide a formidable 
data base not only for assessin1g impact but fol explainieg it 
as well. 

Monitoring project inputs will also errCoulaCe the 
involvement of loca! functionaries in rational~zing 
their flow. This will help guard against chatacteristic
 
stories such as spoilage of food commodities of
 
pharmaceuticals, workers sitting idle awaitingj the delivery
 
of inputs, of the arrival of the ronnisoon causing ditches 
to fill up with silt because the delivery of irrigation

pipes was late.
 

Perhaps more important in the context of impact
 
evaluatoil, a well-developed mtonitoring systeor forms
 
the basis for cost-accouinting. Experiences in evaluating
 
nutritional impact display a neglect of the relationship
 
between costs arid effects. This is especially the case
 
for supplementary feeding prograimtes. It is stressed that
 
the villane-level project managers ate iot necessarily
 
responsible for tile careful quaritificatinn of the value of
 
inputs. This task will be beyond their ability and tirrme
 
availability. Inputs should be valued theit
at opportunity 
cost. Considered judgements wvill Ibe required to rteteilmine 
shadow prices arid to distinguish which portion of shared 
costs should be assigned to the project. Nonetheless, 
simple and well-maintained monthl/ ;nventory reports 
will form the basis for technical experts to assign cost 
figures to project inputs when doing tteir analysis. 

Achievement of Output Objectives 

Accounting for project inputs leads to the nxt aspect of 
a built-in monitoring/evaluation system - documenting 
that the resources were used as planned. Monitoring that 
inputs were transformed into outputs focuses on whether 
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and wh services wore actually provided and to whom 
they were delivered. The type of information included may 
be, for example, the size and number and composition of 
food rations deliveled; the economic or social charac-
teristics of the individual participants (to assess 
effectiveness of targeting strategies); the nuniLer of miles 
of roads built; the attendance at the weekly nutrition 
and health education classes; or the Ourmher of new 
enrollers and drop-outs In)the project. In addition, it will 
often b,! appropriate to co',hect key nor-project-speIuif c 
data. These would (cover var iahles exogemous 'Lo the project 
(e.g., staple food prices) that are cmoisider!d vital to 
addressing confounding factors for noutritiolal changes. 

Given the histor cal problems ri tile operational aspects of 
food aid projects, rro only ale data oil achievement of 
outputs necessary to interpret arr; understand Y'npact 
irrdicators, but their colIe tion is cor inierided by tne need 
for project mariagerierit to have iiforrnation that cal he 
used to enhance the quality and e txerrt of so pervis/il . This 
suggests that the serlct or of output indicators should be 
largely a fuectiour of idrilifyin] those variables that are 
irost arrierahle to change or coritol by field staff. I, 
additiorr, the ,rifromatoi Systmr, like the ;project itself, 
should he viewed as dynamiic. It should he revised i,? 
accordance with tire needs a:d eAperinces of field workers 
andpolicy-makers 

Deterfmiriti Prolect Impact 

The existence of a rioriitor ig systerrI that substantiates 
the causal hierarchy of project events (i.e., that inputs 
were provided, then trarisformed l into outputs) lays the 
fomridation for tle evaluation of impact. The basic preniise 
is that a self-evalhation systern wili he super ior to expensive 
quasiexperimental research. This Issi;))p(rted by a numrber 
of compelling argunients, 

First is t+n;t the steps discussed previously will enhance 
the probability that projects are well designed and 
perf'o rrinrg efficiently/. Those doing data gathering and 
recoiding foi aproject will understand its purpose and be 
encouragcd to interpret and act upon available infor-
mat ion, 

One of the most difficuit aspects of ucj,,,ning development 
projects is the dynamic nature of the environment in 
which they are implemented. Characteristically, a standard 
formula, or at least an inflexible set of instructiors, 
dictates the nature of the services provided. The latitude 
given to those on site is minuimal. Given that the duration of 
most food aid projects is measurecd in years, a key 
ingredient to projet success is the ability to make changes 
in the nature of services provided and level of intensity in 
application. This involves the ability to respond to fictors 
such as seasonal fluctuations in the food supply or prices, or 
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the evolving context of the project site over time. These 
types of decisions must be made at the local level rather 
than in Rome or Washington. The discretion of the local 
staff based on knowledge ga. nered through a well-func
tioning self-evaluation system is therefore indispensable. 
Just as a field worker must be able to rationalize the 
stock and flow of iroject inputs to avoid shortfalls in 
supplies or wastage, it is important that the monitoring 
and evaluation system trigger programmatic changes, as 
appropriate, based on sound and timely data (21). 

The data included in a built-in evaluatior, system may be 
of a wide variety, ranging from -inthropon "try to food 
prices. As an illustration, note that there may be a need to 
adjust the size of the food ration if no nutritional inpact 
is heing observed. The tine may also come, according to 
data collected on the use of oral rehydration solution, to 
shift emphasis from the efforts to control diarrhoea to 
prolotion of irr~proved hygiene practices to prevent 
infection. Similarly, the nu mber of work days provided 
by a FFW project may have to be adjusred based on 
seasonal fluctuationrs in labour demand or food availability. 
Although this may seen difficult, its feasibility has been 
demonstrated in the context of the Early Warning 
Information and Intervention Sytem in Indonesia (25). 
A variety of data coi;ected regularly indicate or predict 
changing patterns in food availability and consumption 
that trigger a range of interventions, depending on the 
se, erity of the signals from the information system. 

Second, a monitoring ano evaluation system wi!; afford 
greater opp)ortl ity for outside experts, in conjunction 
with local field staff, to draw meaningful inferences 
concerning impact from vailable data. (As noted 
previously, the best ,valuations performed were those that 
tapped into an existing information system.) This is 
attributable to various causes. It is likely that the quality 
of data will be improved because field workers use them 
in the conttext of project management. Longitudinal 
sequences on routinely gathered data elements will 
represen ar enoi mously rich data set. Indeed, the number 
and complexity of unpact indicators .vill have to be 
limited in order to maintain the manageability of the 
system. For example, in a supplementary feeding 
programme, it would indeed be preferable to collect a 
bttery of measurener,.; (e.g., height-for-age and weight
for-height data). Doing so may prove impracticable in a 
self-evaluation system. It may only be feasible to use a 
composite indicator such as weight-for-age. The necessary 
compromise, however, will be more than compensated 
for by the completeness of coverage and the availability 
of key process indicators. 

A tiirrl advantage of a built-in evaluation system relates 
to the difficulty of controlling for confounding variables 
(i e., threats to validity). Involving local personnel in the 
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interpretation of data will usually resolve what appear 
to be surprising or contradictorv outcomes of data 
analysis. External evaluators may be involved in a 
determination of the changes that have occurred. They 
may even limit the possible explanations for such changes. 
In the final analysis, however, on-site personnel must 
distinguish among the competing explaritions for tile 
findings. Only their intimate knowledge of the project 
will be appropriate for such a task. 

It is appropriate to acknowledge thc arguments against 
promoting an internal information system. First is the .:ost. 
Undoubtedly a well-functioning information system acids 
significantly to the cost of tileproject. Most of tile 
additional costs will be in designing the data systems and 
training local personnel in their use. In fact, five to ten 
per cent of project costs may be absorbed by a monitoring 
and self-evaluation system. However, such systems are 
considered vital not only to the assessment of project
performance but to the achievement of impacts as well. 
Monitoring and evaluation systems form an inte-nral 

component in any 
 attempt to improve operational 
performance. The cost of developing such systems is not 
only justified but essential. 

A second argument against built-in evaluation systems is 
that project personnel are incapable of collecting and 
recording the data. The information from the system 
would then be unreliable. My response is that, if a field 
worker is unable to me. sure and record accurately data 

elements vital for assessing project operations and 

achievement of objectives, 
 one must gLiestion tile 

appropriateness of the entire intervention 
 scheme. 

Previous experience suggests that it is precisely those 

operationally superior projects that have well-functioning 
information systens. Thus, breakdowns in tile inforniation 
system serve to warn country officers or headquarters 
of potential implementation problems. 

The other possible reason for poor data quality i that 

there will be a great deal of subjectivity and bias in a 

self-evaluation system. This assumption 
 is not valid, 

especially wlren built-in monitoring 
 and evaluation 
systems are viewed as constructive enterprises by the 
staff in their operational and management roles. 

With awell-functioning monitoring and evaluation system, 
it will be feasible to adopt techniques such as management 
by exceptior, Project sites with abnormally good or bad 
performance will distinguish themselves. The former can 
be examined in detail to learn characteristics of successful 
projects; the latter can become the focus of special 
correction measures. In the final analysis, the type of 
built-in information system discussed above will promote 
adherence to principles such as goal-oriented management 
and evaluation. 
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Operational Research 

Complementary to promoting built-in monitoring and 
self-evaluation systems, there 1, a need to identify and test 
a variety of underlying assimiphons that form the 
foundation of food aid projtcts. Despite the enormous 
opportunity cost of project food aid, in both donor and 
recipient countries, many of the basic premises upon which 
projects are based have not been examined. This problem 
stems from the historical, although changiny, perception
of food as a surplus commodity; it was simply not 
appropriate to spend significant human and financial 
resources to guide its rli.p'sal. Now that food aid is
 
recognized as a valal-e rsourTce, 
 th: time has arrived
 
to do the necessary, ,'onug i, : l, rsi,",'h.
 

The purpose of operational research, lik: m'st research, 
is not defined in terms of iiirtrov ij the welfare of tie
 
study community;'itis not even intended primarily to
 
determine whether or not a liven ploject 
achieved its
 
objectives. Instead, the 
 task is to gain r generalizable
 
information that e'xpanls the ihoundarie, of ktrowieclge
 
concern ing the potential LiS's ,rffond -Ill. lIrtir "t should
 
be focused on hypothesis-testing in a iin1elalional
 
environment. Tile viability and rc.)licahility of a givel

intervention strategy should be assessed. The 
 insight
 
gained is of primary uL,: for p11icy formulation at the
 
highest levels of progianmo responsibility.
 

Operational research should be direc-td towards Identifying 
and testing a variety of hypotheses in -,selict few project
 
sites. The precise tuestions to be asked shoUld be
 
formulateri by policymakers within WFP and Food-for-

Peace, with consiltation from atppropriate experts.
 
The research should exanrile tre assrimptiolisthat link
 
each level of the logical progression of project activities
 
and events that are thought to 1)i g about expected
 
impact.
 

To amplify, there are maiiy assuIptierS linking inn,.
 
to tileachievements of outputs for typical feeding
 
projects. These are relatively straightforward. The
 
verification of these assumptions (as 
 well as that inputs
 
were provided and outputs achieved) is the domain of
 
built-in evaluation systems discusserd above. Data collection
 
on these processes should be undertaken at all projecz
sites. Incontrast, the achievement of ptoiect purposes and 
goals is based on linking less apparent assumptions. For 
example, an assumption linking outputs to purposes for 
a supplementary feeding project is that the rntion will 
not be shared with other siblings or substituted for 
commodities already provided. For a food-for-work project, 
ar assumption linking outputs to purposes is that increased 
mobility of labour markets and greater integration of 
commodity markets that result from infrastructure 
development will increase employment opportunities for 
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the poor and improve household food security, 
Verifying these assumptions, which form the theoretical 
basis for projects, is beyond the scope of a built-in 
monitoring and evaluation system. Rather, they must 
be the subject of empirical research performed in an 
operational setting. 

A few important qualifications are required. First is that 
not all assumptions at the purpose or goal level must be 
tested. Only strategic questions that remain a source of 
concern or controvesy should be addressed. Secord is 
that, in order to test hypotheses, it will often he necessary 
to rely' on data concerning prclect impact - i.e., objectively 
veiliable indicators at the purpose or goal level. 

Ideally, if a project Is function inlg well, much of 

the data should be available as part of a built-in 

information system. However, -pecial surveys or data 
collection on impact may be required. It is emphasized 

that the data requirements for operational research should 

be clerly defined. 

To date, a variety of activities undertaken by Food-for-

Peace and WFP, as well as otnier agencies, fall within or
 
near tC boundaries of hypothesis-t hParieeris 

operational research. There are somie excellent examples 
found in studies now under wat. These include 
determining whether the: marginal propensity to consume 

food out of in-kind income differs from that with wage 
income (6, 7), the development of a ,imu lation model 
to test the cist-effectivenss of various targeting strategies 

(26), examininq whether and to what txtent randon 

nieasLIr ,rfier1t (rrIM reSSIets illurrrer -reporting Of project 

impact (20), ,ord the lroposed lestinq of the theory 
underlying the recomrmeindatiorn that lhe choice of food 
aid comimodities hie elected on the basis of niaximizing 

the valueOf tli Incoe traisferred t(, the reripient '27). 

Similarly, past studies sutih as Projeict Poshak, i'Jarartg val, 
at.d CARE Phase 11 and III studies were attempts -o 

exa-n;e some fundameital assumptions that forn the 

coceptual foundations for the ntritionral itmpact of 

food aid projects. In all these cases, decision-makers 

formulated clear compelling questions. Thereafter, they 


called on researchers to find answers in an operatio,ral 

environment. 


The proposed WFP "in-depth" evaluation studies only 
partially fall within the domain of the type of operations
research discussed above. For example, the well-designed 

Honduras study (8) is framed around determining the 

impact of a specific project. Undoubtedly, some 
generalizable knowledge will be gained. But the motivating 
question is whether the project improves nutritional 
status. Although important for justifying budgets, a 
well-functioning built-in evaluation %,stem would do 
equally well in answering this question. This is especially 

so given the differing opinions concerning how well the 
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project itself is operating and the high cut and difficulties 
of performing social experimentation ;n th,. field. 

In-depth research snould instead focus on examining 
the 	linking hypotheses. If these can be substantiated, it 
will enable one to assume, with confidence, that if the 
services are delivered as planned, and the achievement 
of 	outputs substantiated, there is little question that 
the 	project will rea h nutritional objectives. The time 
is 	 right to draw up an operational research agenda, 
mrtually agreed upon by donors and recipients alike. 
This should give co-ordinated action. Doing so will 
provide the kniowledge to use food aid intelligently 
The scope and] potential for achieving nutritional 
impact will become more clear This, coupled with 
the development cf built-in information systems, should 
form the organizing theme for moving forward o 

the issue of evaluating the nutritional impact of food 
aid projects. 
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NOTE FOR THE RECORD: Comments on the Paper "Methods for
 
Evaluating the Nutritional Impact of Food Aid Projects:

Lessons from Past Experience" by David Sahn
 

Hossein Ghassemi 
Senior Nutrition Adviser, UNICEF, New York 

Dr. Sahn's paper pinpoints many problem areas in pro- In reviewing the lessons in evaluation, there are several
 
gramming and administration of food aid. It states that 
 issues to be raised: 
past definition of objectives has not always been clear. 
There have been problems in programme design. Sometimes 
programmes are not based on a solid hypothesis. There have First, it is important to ,irtinguish between good projects 
been poor implementation and various methodological that were poorly evaluated and poor projects that had a 
problems in evaluation. The paper also concludes ti'at favourable evaluation. 
evaluations have often becri qualitative, incomplete, and 
inadequate. Second, we need to ask, Evaluation for what? Evaluation 

has not been approached broadly enough. In general, there
The paper recommends two important lines of action: The is a p,. iblern of utilizing evaluation for various purposes.
first is to design and conduct a number of in-depth sturlies Evaluation can and should be conducteG o three different 
in order to gain a better insight into progra.ime costs, reasons:
 
effects, and proper indicators for evaluation. It +t.o - to improve decisions on 
 choice of policies and 
r-oposes building into ongoing projects a solid, carefully trogrinmmes,
designed element of monitoring and evaluation and suggests - to i'nprove efficiency and effectiveness, 
that the additional costs of sucn action ate entirely - to bring advocacy for generating enough food aid for the 
justified, needs of developing countries. 
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Evaluation activities in the past have concentrated more on 
the questions of efficiency and effectiveness and very rarely 
have been designed in relation to programme/policy 
choices, and they have certainly not been effectively 
utili7ed for adsocacy purposes. As a matter of fact, the 
field of food aid in tht international development corn-
munity has evolved a rather bad inage as a resource that 
has been poorly used, and ccme negative effects, such as 
disincentive for food production, have been of great 
concern. It is not often understood that food a;J is a 
resource; It is the way it is used that makes the difference. 

Therefore, the suggestion is that the field of evaluation 
should be clearly studied aniddirected towards meeting ,1 
thee of these important needs. For niajor ligeric es in 
charge of programming and administration of food aid, 
there is an urgent need fol better knowledge in ptrogranie 
policy choice and also for the whole area of advocacy, 

Third is the question, Evalation by whom? Most evalua-
tio studies have been cord(Jucted by the (onors or as a 
part of special studies. t I impoita rt that programrme 
management strong ly encourage the aLthorities in the 

countries to rke nronio ing eValuation seriously into 
account in proper desigrn and implementation 

Fourth, considering all the constiaints anid unceltainties 
raised by Dr. Sahn, what can be done now? I am raising 
this question with some specific suggestions that I believe 
aie feasible and ptatical. What can we do now, based on 
the availabie knowledge and skills? The following 
immediately conie to mind: 

1. There is a need for better integration of food aid 
projects into overall cmmiunity dlevelopirnt activities, 
It is common practice now for food aid projects to take a 
rather isolated, individual approach and as an operational 
channel wthii the system. This , -nplies that food aid is 
not being effectively considered as another resource 
available in the community that can be pooled and 
effectively used within the overall frame of priorities and 
programming in the commuc. ty, especially in the areas of 
nutrition and health needs of vulnerable groups. Problems 
of objectives, implernectation, participation, etc. all stem 
from lack of integration, 

2. ,A great deal of improvement can achieved in developing 
bet.er, clearer, and more concrete definitions of objectives 
fo, hne use of food aid. 

3. There also needs to be improvement in implelnentaton, 
Three options exist: 
a. 	Improve management capacity, logistics, targeting, 

supervision, etc. 
b. 	 Shift responsibility for implementation to the com-

munity. 
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c. 	 Modify the programming approach. This option is
 
obviously of a more long-term nature.
 

If 	one has to make a choice between strengthening 
programme management -- i.e., trying to do a better job 
through more efficiency on the part of nianagement 
and shifting the responsibility to the recipients, it isquite 
likely that the second option promises much more hope 
for a better outcome and would be less costly. However, 
this is a hard decision to make. 

With regard to modification of the approach to program
ming: 

First, for quite some time suggestions have been repeatedly 
maria to change the concept from food distribution to food 
as medicine, specifically targeting on advanced cases ol 
malnutrition. In that concept, the health system has the 
responsibility of prescribing food but not necessarily 
distribut ing andadniistering it. 

Second, food aid can be used through women's programmes
and inconie-eaming prolects, especially those targeted on 

increased local food production. This is an approach that 
would turn the whole operation around and make it 
possible to use food aid for increasing food production 
rather than competing with it. This can also be effectively 
used for helping women to earn more income, and for 
reasons that I will explain later, this can have a very strong 
incentive effect on better design and iniplementatior of 
primry health care/nutrition piogrammes. 

Third, food aid can be use] in a monetized form for 
supporting either the initial or the recurrent costs of 
community development programmes. 

I( is very clear that concentration on these three possibili
ties, among many, would change the design and operational 
aspects of food aid to a great extent and would give it a 
much more effective role as a major resource element io 
the total devetopment efforts supported by the international 
community. 

It is important to recognize that costs and benefits of a 
programme will be strongly influenced by the socio

economic circumstances relative to advancement in access, 
infrastructure, income, etc. Such circumstances in turn 
affect relative size of deprivation and therefore needs and 
the cost of meeting those needs, and also the magnitude 
and durability of benefits achieved. It happens that the 
most disadvantaged are the top priority for humanitarian 
reasons, but it would often cost more to meet their needs. 
Hence, it would mean the same benefits for higher costs. 
Also be aware that small input in relation to large need 
(e.g., food gap or calorie gap) is very unlikely to produce 
a measurable impact. This is where the resources are 
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spread too thin. Such cases should be seen as resource 
allocation, project design, and implementation problems 
and not as evaluation problems, unfortunately, they are 
not rare. 

A very important point is that the annual cost of eradica-
tion or control of hunger in the world has often been cited 
as five billion dollars anc, as the discussion in the Sahn 
paper indicates, the value of food aid currenly available for 
the specific needs of vulnerable groups such as mothers and 
children and for nutritional purposes easily adds up to 
about one billion dollars per year. This is a substantial 
resource, and proper use of it coild have a major impact if 
we are willing to take a serious look at the possibilities of 
better use of it and to be prepared to make hard decisions. 

Among tho very low-income households, there issubstantial 
evidence that programmes that tend to effectively reduce 
poverty at the household level - such as income-generating 
activities - would be extremel, ,nfective in helping the 
poor to elevtc themselves above the poverty line. Such 
improvemeits would then make them much more respon-
sive and active participants in organization and operation of 
nutrition/primary health care activities in the community. 

Therefore, use of food aid in cash lthrough monetization) 
for income generation, together with local food production 
with particular focus on women, offers excellent potential 
for an integrated, development-oriented approach to
 
nutrition improvement. 


Hard decisions must be made in the following areas: 

.Strong efforts are needed to change the programming 
approach. 

2. More money should be spent on evaluation and pro-
moting evaluation in participating countries. There have 
been many arguments that one should be very careful about 
the amount expended for evaluation. Sometimes the 
administrators are hesitant to consider using major portions 
of resources for evaluation, arguing that this is actually the 
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food or resource being taken from the needy. This is a false 
argument because there is enough evidence that spending 
an additional 1 or 2 per cent of the total resources on 
evaluation would contribute to improvements in the whole 
understanding of programme policy choices, in efficiency, 
and especia!ly in advocacy, that should help improve the 
image of food aid and the potential for more flexible aid. 
In both the short and the long run the return would be 
much greater than the cost. 

In this context, it is also important that major attention be 
given to generating enough political will among the govern
ments to prepare the overall climate for such major 
changes. 

3. Decisive intiatives should be taken to sharpen the focus 
on the purposes of evaluaticn, improvement of provement 
of project design, and evaluation for advocacy. 

4. There is need for support of in-depth studies. It should 
be made very clear that in-depth study is riot specifically 
designed for better evaluation of projerts. It is a complex 
exercise designed to devnlop better, simpler, and more 
practical methodology at the field level, and this is an 
expert attempt to improve the methodological aspects 
of evaluation, which is quite different from assuming that 
in-depth evaluation at much higher costs is needed to 
evaluate every project. 

5. Finally, it is important to differentiate between what is 
possible now and what nee is to wait fur the future. For 
example, in the area of evaluation at the project level, it 
is much more practical at this point to improve and 
emphasize the process evaluation aspects of the project and 
give more time to more definitive and effective impact 
evaluation. This is primarily because of some methodo
logical prob'ems, especially in the area of indicators, that 
need some time for clarification of a number of 
controversial issues. At this time, impact evaluation should 
focus on the best use of reliable methodology and wait for 
necessary improvements in order to add to the precision of 
impact measurement. 


